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PROPOSAL TO INTRODUCE A NEW COURSE 


1.	COURSE DETAILS

1.1	Course ID	COMP9337	    

1.2	Course name - Long
Securing Wireless Networks

1.3	Course name - Abbreviated
Securing Wireless Networks

1.4	Course Authority Dr. Salil Kanhere	ext/email	56927/salilk@cse.unsw.edu.au

1.5	Organisational Unit responsible for course

School:	 Computer Science and Engineering	Faculty: Engineering

Academic Group Code (Faculty): ENG

Academic Organisation Code (Owner): COMPSC 

1.6	Justification of Proposal

As wireless networks are being increasingly deployed for business, government, military, medical, and research applications, security stands out as a critical issue in the design of such networks. Achieving this goal is especially challenging because of the underlying constraints such as limited battery power and bandwidth, channel interference, mobility, scalability issues etc.  Due to these limitations, devising security protocols for wireless networks is not trivial, and in particular, may not be successfully accomplished by simple adaptation of security solutions designed for wired networks. 

With the burgeoning growth of wireless networks, all IT professionals must become knowledgeable about security and wireless security in particular. Wireless security and the lack thereof, is a daily headline in IT news. Security for wireless solutions cannot come from a single software protocol or hardware solution, but from educated wireless networking professionals implementing multiple countermeasures. This course will train students with the necessary knowledge and skills required to deploy secure wireless networks and create a pool of qualified IT professionals to meet the increasing industry demand.

None of the existing courses in the Faculty (including CSE and EET) provide an in-depth coverage of security issues in wireless networks. The proposed course will complement the vast array of existing and newly proposed courses in wireless networks including: TELE4652 Mobile and Satellite Communication Systems (offered in EET), COMP 3335/9335 Wireless Mesh and Sensor Networks, COMP3336/9336 Mobile Data Networking (both offered in CSE). This course will allow the faculty to offer a well-rounded curriculum in wireless and mobile networking.


COMP9337 is to be taught concurrently with COMP4337. The proposed handbook entry reflects this. Please see also Section 1.22 of this proposal.

1.7	Consultation Process

Consultation within CSE – the staff to be consulted include academics in the Networks teaching cluster (Sanjay Jha, Mahbub Hassan and Chun Tung Chou), Associate Head of School (Bill Wilson) and Richard Buckland who offers a course on cryptography and security.

After CSE consultation, the proposal will be sent to EET for their comments.

1.8	Units of credit (UOC) Session/s offered	Hours Per Week
6 UOC 		First to be offered in 2007 in Session 2	5 hours per week

1.9	Pre-requisites: COMP3331/9331 and COMP3335/9335
Co-requisites: 
Exclusions: COMP4337

1.10	Proposed Entry in the Faculty Handbook 

UC6
Pre-requisites: COMP3331/9331 and COMP3335/9335
Exclusions: COMP4337

As wireless technology emerges into the mainstream of the networking and communications markets, security becomes a top priority. This course will explore the security vulnerabilities in wireless networks and cover the fundamental concepts and advanced issues for building secure and robust wireless networks, with a particular focus on wireless LANs, mobile ad-hoc networks and sensor networks. Following key concepts will be covered: Wireless LAN Security – Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), Authentication Servers (RADIUS), 802.11i security standard; Securing Ad-Hoc Networks  – MAC layer misbehaviours, secure routing protocols, denial of service attacks, intrusion detection systems; Security Issues in Sensor Networks – security challenges, key management, broadcast authentication, secure location discovery, non-traditional security attacks and solutions; RFID Security Issues. This course includes a hands-on laboratory component and a design project. 

This course may be taught concurrently with COMP4337.


1.11	Is this course replacing an existing course?

NO


1.12	Postgraduate  

1.13	Elective

1.14	Program stage

Stage 2 in coursework programs that require more than one year
Stage 1 in programs that require at most one year.  

1.15	Program/s in which course is be available

8682 MCompIT
8684 MIT
5432 Graduate Diploma in Computing & Information Technology
7344 Graduate Certificate in Advanced Computing
1650 PhD
2665 ME
2765 MSc


Proposed teaching methods and assessment practices

Teaching methods: Lecture, laboratory exercises and project.
Assessments include mid-session exam, laboratories, project and end-of-session exam


1.17	Assessment grades to be used

HD, DN, CR, PS, FL


1.18	Mode of delivery
Internal



1.19	Information Technology Requirements for students

Standard resources available in the school 

1.20	Textbooks

There is no recommended text for this course. The following is a list of reference books for the course:
	Jon Edney and William Arbaugh, “Real 802.11 Security: Wi-fi Protected Access and 802.11i”, First Edition, Addison Wesley, 2003.
	Randall K. Nichols and Panos C. Lekkas, “Wireless Security - Models, Threats, and Solutions", First Edition, McGraw-Hill, 2002.
	Mike Burmester and Alec Yasinsac, “Security Issues in Ad-Hoc Networks (Advances in Information Security)”, First Edition, Springer, 2006.

C. S. Raghavendra, Krishna Sivalingam and Taieb Znati, “Wireless Sensor Networks”, First Edition, Springer, 2004.
Extensive list of reading material (from technical magazines/journals/conferences, standard documents, and white papers) will be compiled and made available to students to supplement the recommended texts.


1.21	Industrial experience component
N/A

1.22 Parallel teaching statement

This course may be taught concurrently with COMP4337 Securing Wireless Networks. It is an elective course in the MCompIT, MIT and associated graduate certificates and diplomas, and may be taken by research students as part of their coursework requirement. The MCompIT is a "broadening " degree program for students whose undergraduate studies were not in Computing, and who have little or no background in Computing. For this reason, it is appropriate that these postgraduate students have an opportunity to undertake a course that is similar to what we offer, as a professional elective, to third- or fourth-year undergraduate course to students studying in the School of Computer Science and Engineering undergraduate degree programs. The MIT serves as an opportunity for Computing graduates to update or extend their qualifications. In a broad and rapidly changing discipline like Computing, it is likely that such students will not have had an opportunity to study this topic as undergraduates, and so they too deserve an opportunity to study this material. The courses are taught concurrently under Recommendation 3 of the Academic Board Policy on Parallel Teaching (Resolution AB04/106). Lectures and some assessment tasks are delivered concurrently.
a) The handbook course description contains a statement that advises students that parallel teaching of postgraduate and undergraduate course is occurring.
b) Postgraduate students are enrolled under a postgraduate course code.
c) Postgraduate students are required to complete an additional assignment and also prepare and deliver a short, topical seminar. Postgraduate students and undergraduate students take different final examinations.

2. RESOURCES


2.	RESOURCE STATEMENT

2.1	Enrolments
Estimated or proposed enrolments for the next three years.

2006:
2007: 20
2008: 20

2.2	Resource Requirements

Staffing Requirements:

Hours per week
3	 Full-time Academic Staff 
2	 Part-time Teaching Staff
0	 General Staff

Field Costs:
N/A
Studio/Laboratory Requirements:
Access to School’s existing Linux-based workstations laboratories.
Materials Requirements:
None
Equipment Costs:
Wireless laptops/sensor nodes – TO BE DECIDED
Computing Requirements:
Access to School’s existing Linux-based workstations laboratories.
Library Requirements:
Suitable quantities of reference books as detailed in 1.20
Capital Funds Requirements:
None

2.3	Servicing Implications:
None


2.4	Teaching Arrangements:

(i)	Will other units contribute on a regular basis to the teaching of this course?
NO



2.5 		Alternative Delivery Arrangements:

N/A

2.6	Details of Tuition Fees:

Standard fees for course in the Faculty of Engineering.


3.	AUTHORISATION

3.1	University Librarian’s Endorsement

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by a Library representative, stating:

I have examined the Library needs related to the above proposal and certify that existing Library holdings, staffing, services and accommodation are adequate / inadequate (delete one) to cover the demands that are inherent in it.

Appropriate arrangements for the use of digitised material to support this course have been made by the Course Authority with the University Librarian.

Further Comments:





University Librarian
    /    /2005


3.2	Head of School’s Approval

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by the Head of School, stating:

I have examined the resource implications of the above proposal in regard to staff, space, materials, equipment, capital funds, and computing, and certify that the School can cover the demands that are inherent in it.

Further Comments:





Head of School
    /    /2005

3.3	Dean’s Approval

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by the Dean, stating:

I have examined the resource implications of the above proposal in regard to staff, space, materials, equipment, capital funds, and computing, and certify that:

(Tick whichever is applicable)

3.3.1	(i)	the proposal involves no additional resources. (A statement from the Head of School explaining how this can be achieved must be provided);  or

(ii)	the proposal involves additional resources and it is proposed to redeploy existing resources within the faculty. (A statement from the Head of School explaining how this will be achieved must be provided); or

(iii)	the proposal involves additional resources to be obtained as set out below; or

(iv)	the additional resources essential to bring the proposal into effect cannot be found within resources available to the faculty. 

3.3.2	Fees (delete if not applicable):

	a fee will not be charged for this program (other than HECS)

	a fee will be charged for this program for local fee-paying students

	a fee will be charged for international students


If a fee is to be charged the Dean certifies as follows: 

I have ensured that the Vice-Chancellor has been advised of the proposed fee arrangements, and note that approval of fee arrangements is needed before the new program can be implemented.


3.3.3	the proposal conforms to the University's commitment to Equal Opportunity in Education.

Statement from Head of School on Source of Additional Resources and/or Further Comments:







Dean
    /    /2005




Please click on link for 
DISABILITY GUIDELINES FOR ACADEMIC STAFF PREPARING COURSES

DISABILITY GUIDELINES FOR ACADEMIC STAFF PREPARING COURSES

